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Joint Planning Law Conference
The Joint Planning Law Conference, Oxford,
provides the setting for vibrant discussions
covering latest issues affecting the planning
industry. Attended by planners, surveyors,
solicitors, barristers & developers - if you’re
interested in planning & environmental issues,
you’ll be in good company.
The theme this year, “Shining a Light”, is picked
up in papers by our prestigious speakers, which
will variously light a beacon for the promotion
of health in planning and for landscape-led
design, unravel the intricacies of sunlight and
daylight assessment, explain how to do Joint
Planning, illuminate what might lie at the
end of the Brexit tunnel, and highlight recent
developments in enforcement and case law.
“The highlight of the planning law calendar
- the speakers and papers are first class and
networking opportunities excellent.’’
Jennifer Holgate, Womble Bond Dickinson LLP
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UK agricultural profitability
and performance has come
to the fore as we consider
the future. Agriculture is
smaller in monetary terms
and less profitable than in
1973, the year the UK entered
the EU, although land values
are higher. According to the
consultancy Andersons, output
and profit from 1973 to 2017
have dropped from £41.9bn
to £26.3bn and from £10.1bn
to £5.8bn respectively.
On a more positive note,
food production has seen
increased exports. Total
income from farming gives a
snapshot of profit, showing
the aggregated return to all
farmers in UK agriculture
and horticulture for their
management and labour,
and their own capital in their
business. Latest provisional
figures from the Department
for Environment, Food & Rural
Affairs for 2018 show a decline
in profits from 2017, although
Andersons’ calculations for
2019 suggest a recovery on
the basis of an orderly Brexit.
The message is: think ahead.
When it comes to profit, costs
rather than output are the
differentiating factor, so focus
on those. No one knows what
the future holds, but change is
certainly ahead.

No sooner had the Ocean
Business 2019 event in
Southampton come to a close,
showcasing all the latest in the
marine and offshore sector,
when the FIG Working Week in
Hanoi arrived, with an insight
into current developments
and innovation in the land,
valuation and general
geospatial data sectors.
FIG connects with various
UN bodies and has helped
to develop many important
standards and guidelines,
including the International
Land Measurement Standard
and the Land Administration
Domain Model, both strongly
supported by RICS.
The next major event will
be INTERGEO 19 in Stuttgart
in September, which will offer
numerous opportunities to get
to know the new technologies
and latest trends.
Despite the UK’s political
uncertainty the geospatial
sectors appear resilient, largely
because of such collaboration
and cooperation, sharing
ideas and innovation. This is
one trend that is surely key
to maintaining our relevance
through standards, guidance
notes and regulation, and
ensuring we are best placed
to serve our customers,
colleagues and partners.

I’m sure you will all have
seen the Intergovernmental
Science-Policy Platform on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services (IPBES) Global
Assessment Report on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem
Services (bit.ly/IPBESrep),
published in May.
Such is the gravity of
its findings that it is worth
reiterating them here. ‘The
health of ecosystems on
which we and all other species
depend is deteriorating more
rapidly than ever. We are
eroding the very foundations
of our economies, livelihoods,
food security, health and
quality of life worldwide,’ said
IPBES chair Sir Robert Watson.
The report notes that it is not
too late to make a difference,
but only if we start ‘now, at
every level from local to global’.
The five causes of decline
in nature are changes in land
and sea use, direct exploitation
of organisms, climate change,
pollution, and invasive alien
species. These negative
trends will undermine progress
towards 35 of the 44 assessed
targets of the UN Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs).
However, RICS land
members can help halt the
decline and contribute to the
achievement of many SDGs.

The challenge of climate
change and environmental
degradation has been
highlighted by the civil
demonstrations of Extinction
Rebellion and by Greta
Thunberg. The Swedish activist
recently told MPs: ‘You don’t
listen to the science because
you are only interested in the
answers that will allow you
to carry on as if nothing has
happened.’ The challenge for
all surveyors is to ensure we
don’t just carry on as though
nothing is happening.
Looking at a 1992 first-day
cover set of postage stamps
with an environmental theme,
the issues include acid rain,
ozone depletion, and the
greenhouse effect or climate
change; these remain issues
in 2019. The fourth stamp was
a bird of hope. So let’s hope
we can still make a difference.
Perhaps we should start by
mandating Sustainability as
a Level 2 competency, and
for the Senior Professional
Assessment too, as well
as finding a way to include
aspects of it appropriate
to each pathway to Level
3 as part of the mandatory
Ethics, Rules of Conduct and
professionalism competency.
I would welcome your thoughts;
email paul.collins@ntu.ac.uk.
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Briefing
Land & resources
global board
Barney Pilgrim
FRICS

A couple of issues ago I wrote
about March’s World Bank
Land and Poverty Conference
in Washington, DC and the
distribution of the natural
capital-themed edition there
(Land Journal March/April, p.5).
Well, the journal went like hot
cakes. More than 300 copies
were taken, and RICS Land
Group associate director Fiona
Mannix gave well-attended
presentations at both the
conference and a CPD event at
nearby Georgetown University.
It is a privilege to speak at this
global, high-level conference.
All of the conference
presentations can be
downloaded from the event’s
website (bit.ly/WBLPC2019).
One of the best joint projects
this year was the UN Food
and Agricultural Organization
(FAO) due diligence framework
for lawyers who are engaged
in land and natural resource
acquisition. This release
is perfectly aligned with
the International Land
Measurement Standard (ILMS).
The UN FAO’s work provides
the governance and legal
framework, while the ILMS
deals with the activities of
professionals working in
the field, helping to create
transparency and stability
in an often fraught sector.

App to help identify wildlife on site
The Construction Industry Research and Information Association and the Ecology
Consultancy have developed an app that will help you recognise wildlife commonly
encountered on site. As well as information on how to identify species, the app
Working with Wildlife gives practical guidance on indications that badgers, bats,
birds, dormice and other endangered species are present on site, and what do next.
It also provides an introduction to key aspects of current legislation with photographs
to help recognise species, signs of their presence and habitats. A calendar lets you
check when to carry out protected species surveys.
bit.ly/Wildwork

Future-facing
professionals set
positive example
As part of engagement with members to
ensure RICS is fit for the 21st century,
the organisation has launched a digital
brochure showcasing how its professionals
are making the most of advances in
technology, increased data availability,
societal shifts and other changes.
RICS hopes that this will inspire others
to adapt their business models and
current ways of working, not only to
win business but also to enable the
professions to address some of the
urgent challenges our world faces.
future.rics.org

Video showcases a
year on the land
RICS has produced a five-minute video
that gives an overview of all work being
done across the organisation in practice
areas under the Land professional group.
bit.ly/RICSLand
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Secret
Soviet maps
A huge cache of topographic maps from the USSR is coming to light – in
many cases more detailed and precise than national cartographic series

John Davies and Alexander J. Kent
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Wherever you are in the world, the place
is likely to have been mapped in detail by
the Soviet Union at least once. During
the Second World War, Stalin ordered his
military to carry out a secret global mapping
programme, a programme continued by his
successors throughout the Cold War. From
their drawing offices around the USSR,
thousands of Soviet cartographers were
busy mapping the globe from the Pyramids
to the Pentagon – and their tremendous
legacy is only just coming to light.
Soviet maps are comprehensively detailed
and include a wealth of information beyond
that of any published national topographic
maps. They can tell you about the height
of a bridge above water, its dimensions,
load capacity and the main construction
material. They can tell you the width of
a river, the direction of its flow, its depth
and whether it has a viscous bed. They can
tell you the type of trees in a forest, their
height, girth and spacing. They can also
tell you the name of a factory and what it
produces. At each scale, Soviet topographic
maps conform to a consistent specification
that includes a standard symbology, a
uniform datum, a common projection
and a standardised co-ordinate system.
Soviet maps are as chilling as they are
amazing. Chilling because they have the
power to unnerve us when we see the city
where we live, or the landscape of our
childhood presented in unfamiliar colours,
symbols, and most of all, in a different
language. That these maps were created
as part of a secret military programme
enhances their intrigue. What did they
know? Was my street mapped? How did
they do it? And what did they get wrong?
Our research investigates the results of
this unparalleled cartographic feat. The true
extent of the enterprise is yet to emerge,
but this is clearly the most comprehensive
global topographic mapping project ever
carried out: the number of different maps
produced is impossible to quantify, but one
estimate puts the figure at more than 1m.
The main series were small- and
medium-scale topographic maps and
large-scale city plans, all having the most
comprehensive system of symbology and
annotation ever devised. There were also
many special maps for specific purposes.

Clearly, the Soviet mapping
project was considered by the
Kremlin to have been worth the
huge investment of resources

Global mapping
All mapping relies on the establishment of,
and adherence to, a standardised, uniform
policy covering what is to be mapped, to
what level of accuracy and detail, and how,
through hundreds of cartographic symbols.
The Soviet symbology and specifications,
which evolved substantially between the
1940s and 1990s, were designed as a system
applicable worldwide and adaptable for all
scales and series of maps. They portray
terrain and communications and identify
cultural features in a standardised way, to
enable map users to familiarise themselves
quickly with the landscape depicted.
Many hundreds of specific symbols were
devised, including those for differentiating
the purpose of individual buildings, the
religion of places of worship, the type and
density of vegetation and crops, and the
characteristics of the terrain and coast.
Colours and hachuring – short lines or
curves – identify built-up areas where
non-fireproof buildings predominate, or
city blocks that mostly comprise high-rise
multi-storey structures, for example.
Of particular interest to cartographers,
and potentially map users, is the symbology
indicating ‘the going’, that is the difficulty
of traversing the terrain. Railways, roads,
mountain passes, ferries and bridges are
shown in detail, as are forests and rivers
that might impede progress. About 20
classes of lettering with varying sizes and
styles indicates the relative size and status
of towns and cities. Similarly, navigable
rivers are labelled in upper-case and
non-navigable ones in lower-case letters.
The sheet lines for the topographic
maps are based on a world grid that was

originally devised for the International Map
of the World (IMW), the specifications
of which were drawn up in 1909. This
divides up the globe into belts of latitude,
each four degrees wide and lettered A–V
running north from the equator, and zones
of longitude, each six degrees wide and
numbered 1–60. Band M covers latitudes
48° to 52° and longitude 0°; the Greenwich
Meridian is the boundary between zones
30 and 31. London, therefore, spans grid
squares M-30 and M-31.
For every grid square there is a
topographic map at scale 1:1,000,000.
For each of these, there are four sheets
at double the scale – 1:500,000 – 36 at
1:200,000, 144 at 1:100,000, and 576 at
1:50,000. These are all secret military
maps, complete with precise geodetic
co-ordinates. Sheets at all scales conform
strictly to the IMW grid, giving continuous
coverage with no overlap. The sheets are
not rectangular and they narrow towards
the poles as the lines of longitude converge.
In the USSR, there was also systematic
topographic mapping at the larger scales of
1:25,000 and 1:10,000, as well as a series
intended for use by the civil authorities;
the maps in this series deliberately omit
geographical co-ordinates and geodetic
information, and are based on completely
different sheet lines, ensuring that they
would be useless for targeting or other
military purposes should they have fallen
into the wrong hands.
The earliest Soviet topographic maps
of the British Isles we have found so far
are some 1:1,000,000 sheets from 1938,
indicating that the global mapping project
had started before the Second World War.
rics.org/journals 7
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Far more than an invasion plan, some maps and city plans, such as this one for Bristol, include
micro details such as dimensions of bridges and depth of rivers as well as non-military features

Later editions of the smaller-scale maps
date from the 1950s; new editions from the
1970s and 1980s. Larger-scale maps were
produced in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.
The city plan series are at larger scales,
almost all at 1:25,000 or 1:10,000, with
a few early examples at 1:5,000. These
are non-continuous rectangular sheets,
centred on specific urban areas. There is
a set of non-overlapping sheets for larger
conurbations, usually two or four, meeting
near the city centre. City plans also use
the Gauss–Krüger projection, with each
zone adopting a local meridian, spaced at
six-degree intervals around the globe to
minimise distortion. They have a grid of
kilometre squares, numbered as the distance
north from the equator and the distance
east or west from the local meridian.
Notable features
There are two particularly notable features
of the city plans: the list of important
objects, and the
(spravka). The
former are coded on the map by colour –
green for military, purple for governmental,
black for industrial – and are numbered on
the map and listed in alphabetical order in
the margin. Where these objects run into
several hundred, they are sometimes listed
in a separate handbook. London is one such
example, its handbook identifying nearly
8 Journal July/August 2019

400 important objects, many by name and
purpose, while others are more generic,
such as a factory producing unknown goods.
The spravka, or reference, is an essay of
typically 2,000–3,000 words, describing
the location, topography, transport links,
economy, industry, buildings, ethnicity of
the population, civic amenities, medical
and sanitation facilities, and other utilities.
The plans also include a street index.
Such plans are known to have been
produced for more than 2,000 cities around
the world – many others may have been
drawn, but have not yet been discovered.
For the British Isles, about 100 are known,
the earliest examples being the 1950
editions of Milford Haven and Pembroke,
both deep-water naval ports, the latest a
plan of Falmouth, also a naval port, dating
from 1997, after the collapse of the USSR.
The bulk of the maps date from the
1970s and 1980s and include not only the
major conurbations and industrial centres,
but also smaller towns such as Dewsbury,
Dunfermline, Kilmarnock and Londonderry.
For several towns, more than one edition
was produced; for example, Bournemouth
(1974 and 1990), Cambridge (1977 and
1989), Cardiff (1972 and 1982), Halifax
(1975 and 1989) and Luton (1973 and 1986).
The plans depict some details that the
cartographers considered important enough

to identify but that did not appear on
Britain’s own Ordnance Survey maps at
the time. Examples include whether or not
a railway was electric; whether a station
serves a tube line or a national rail line;
whether or not a river is navigable and its
banks suitable for mooring; the location
of bus stations; the width, clearance and
carrying capacity of roads and bridges; and
the European through-route number of the
major highways, with the M1 for instance
also labelled as E33 and the M11 as E112.
Clearly, the Soviet mapping project –
active for more than half a century and
producing untold thousands of maps
with a considerable amount of detail and
a very high level of accuracy, all printed
on good-quality paper – was considered
by the Kremlin to have been worth the
huge investment of human and financial
resources. The question is why. The
maps do not primarily identify targets
for bombing – as, for example, the 1940s
German invasion mapping of Britain did
– and if the intention was nuclear warfare,
there would seem little point in providing
the exact location of a city’s bus station.
The more plausible explanation is that
the maps were a repository of geospatial
intelligence that would be required in the
event of Soviet world domination.
John Davies writes and lectures about Soviet
maps and is editor of Sheetlines, the journal
of the Charles Close Society for the Study of
Ordnance Survey Maps john@jomidav.com
Dr Alexander J. Kent is reader in cartography
and geographic information science at
Canterbury Christ Church University
alexander.kent@canterbury.ac.uk
Related competencies include:
Geodesy, Remote sensing and
photogrammetry, Surveying and mapping
Further information: This article is a
summary of the 2019 UKGEOForum Annual
Lecture, given at RICS headquarters in
London on 24 January. The Red Atlas:
How the Soviet Union Secretly Mapped
the World by Davies and Kent is published
by the University of Chicago Press. Maps
can be viewed and reprints ordered at
bit.ly/sovietmaps.
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Data analysis
adds value
Surveyors must be on board if the sector is to make best use of
the large amounts of property data now becoming available

Rebecca Ewart

In April, RICS published the insight paper The use and value of
commercial property data, which looks at the growing field of
data analysis. The property professions are at a tipping point, it
suggests, and it is no longer enough simply to possess data; the
value lies in being able to use it. Those who can analyse data add
value and offer a competitive advantage.
Increasingly accurate data is becoming readily available, and
while there is no doubt that owning a data set on real-estate
transactions is advantageous, comprehensive property data from a
range of different sources will rapidly become available to everyone.
Although this might take two, five or even 15 years, what is certain
is that, to prosper, chartered surveyors need to adapt their skill set
to make the most of a market dominated by data.
Leaders in this field are already using data collected from real
estate and the built environment to change the way they charge
for services, improve local services and track the intentions of
their tenants and customers. Surveyors thus need to be aware
how important data is, and how using it effectively can benefit
the property sector.
Benefits can only be achieved by sharing data, which remains
an alien concept to many. Results from a survey of property
professionals that was carried out by Remit Consulting in June
2018 showed that 40 per cent believe the reluctance to share data
is the biggest barrier to property performance and to opening up
information for wider use.
Those who can analyse data and bring added value to their
clients will have an advantage over their competitors, and the
value of simply owning, or having access to, data will decline.
Property professionals are already having to use skills beyond
those traditionally associated with surveying – Data management
is already a mandatory competency for the APC – so the sector
needs to attract data analysts and scientists as well.
Nevertheless, many valuers do not trust the accuracy of others’
data and are not comfortable relying on this alone, and therefore
databases need to be improved. The sector must develop globally

Surveyors need to be aware
how important data is, and that
using it effectively can benefit
the property sector

applicable and open-source data standards. As a profession, we
should also attract graduates, and new members, with backgrounds
in data science. We need to be extracting value from data and
changing processes where necessary to ensure consistent work
that meets the standards set by RICS.
Remit Consulting recently helped a property company to find
a system that helped to analyse available government land for
development in England and Wales, so as to identify suitable
building sites more quickly.
The UK Land Registry has opened up its data, and third-party
software houses have packaged it into easy-to-use formats.
Having analysed the data, our client worked with one such
software supplier to develop systems that automated much
of the site selection and planning process.
Rebecca Ewart is assistant consultant at Remit Consulting LLP
rebecca.ewart@remitconsulting.com
Related competencies include: Big data, Legal/regulatory
compliance, Strategic real estate consultancy
Further information: The use and value of commercial property
data insight paper can be downloaded at rics.org/compropdata
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Blockchain
for surveyors
The traditional image of a
surveyor’s activities seems far
removed from cryptocurrency,
coding, algorithms and network
nodes. All the same, blockchain
technology offers enormous
benefits for land professionals

John Dean Markunas
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Satoshi Nakamoto’s 2008 research paper
‘Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash
System’ described the creation and potential
uses of a new and revolutionary type of
money, the first of many cryptocurrencies
(bit.ly/bitcoinbloc). Cryptocurrency, a form
of internet-based money that has not
been created by any corporate entity or
government, enables online transfers from
one person to another without the use of a
third-party intermediary, such as a bank.
The technology by which
cryptocurrencies can be transferred or used
to make payments is called blockchain,
sophisticated and powerful software that
has created the world’s first decentralised,
peer-to-peer monetary system. A
blockchain is a distributed and public
digital ledger that documents transactions
across many computers, so that the record
cannot be altered retrospectively without
altering all subsequent blocks, nor without
the consensus of the network. Besides
this, blockchain allows a variety of types
of digital information or data – digital
assets – to be shared or distributed.
The key characteristics of blockchain are:
••immutability: data records are permanent
and cannot be changed or deleted
••time-stamp: every entry in the
blockchain is securely tracked with a
time-stamp, while permanency makes
backlogging impossible
••accessibility: all participants may have
access to see or add to the data on the
chain, depending on permissions
••smart contracts: in an electronic
agreement, program coding defines the
conditions to which all parties have agreed;
when these are met, certain actions are
executed, such as payments being made
from an escrow account, or made to
vendors for work completed.
Put simply, blockchain comprises three
core parts, which are:
1. information is posted to the chain, each
transaction called a block and time-stamped
2. a cryptographic hash value references or
links corresponding transaction data, that is
blocks of information placed on the chain
3. a peer-to-peer network collectively
adheres to a protocol for inter-node
communication and validating new blocks
of information.

A blockchain maintains a growing list
of transactions or uploaded digital data
that are time-stamped, with the hash of
the previous block connecting to the next
to preserve the chain’s integrity.
Surveying and the blockchain
As surveying becomes increasingly global
and surveyors work across borders in
a fragmented way with third parties,
blockchain’s primary benefit is connecting
technology and its data with the people
who work in a profession where trust and
accountability is essential.
Network participants that connect and
share through the use of smart property
records on the blockchain include those
such as:
••buyers
••banks
••land registries
••estate agents
••sellers
••conveyancers
••surveyors
••appraisers
••notaries
••tax officials.

This enables the following.
••Final field notes and data can be uploaded
to the chain sequentially for authentication,
safe keeping and reference.
••Legally accepted descriptions and
definitions of property can be recorded on
the chain and made accessible to others by
giving them permissions.
••Existing hard-copy documents can be
digitised and uploaded.
••Previous surveys can be posted, and
subsequent access given to others.
••Current satellite images and GIS data,
including lot dimensions, parcel tax
identification number, building and utility
information, can be stored without danger
of tampering.
••Digital building information models can
be safely stored, exchanged or networked
to support decision-making.
Table 1 shows the three main types of
platform that emerged after Nakamoto
introduced bitcoin and blockchain. There
is no universal blockchain format, however,
and hybrid blockchains, which are partially
centralised and partially decentralised, have
been developed from the three core types.
A hybrid seeks to find the balance needed

Table 1. The three types of blockchain platform and the way
they operate
Public blockchain
(permissionless)

Private blockchain
(permissioned)

Consortium blockchain
(permissioned)

Access

No access restrictions

Only by invitation from
network administrators

Restricted to selected
consortium members

Who can
transact

Anyone

Only designated
individuals

Selected consortium
members only

Who can
view

Anyone can view

Restricted viewing,
shared between trusted
parties; no public viewing

Restricted to selected
consortium members

Type

Large, decentralised
e.g. Bitcoin or Ethereum
cryptocurrency platforms

Middle-ground
platforms, accounting
and record-keeping
procedures

Participating companies
equally involved in the
consensus and
decision-making
processes
e.g. R3, Consensys
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As surveying becomes
increasingly global, blockchain’s
primary benefit is connecting
technology and data with people
working in a profession where
trust and accountability is vital

between auditability, security, scaleability
and data storage for applications built on
top of them. The ability to control access
for viewing and regulate who is allowed to
upload data without sacrificing autonomy
and running the risk of exposing sensitive
data to the public is a perfect example.
Surveyors, civil engineers, architects,
cartographers, construction managers
and urban planners who adapt blockchain
technology into their work processes will
benefit most from a hybrid type.
Blockchain, land registry and cadastre
Land registration, cadastre and land
governance play an important role in a
society as long as they function legally
and transparently and meet the goals set
by society. Registries keep a record of
documents that express legal rights from
a property transaction, while cadastre
is the process of mapping those rights
and subsequent storage of related data.
The cadastral agency will validate the
correspondence between physical and
legal boundaries. These two systems,
critical to modern land governance, are
not connected in many countries, but
blockchain technology can link them.
Land governance or administration
involves procedures, policies, processes
and institutions by which land, property
and other natural resources are managed.
12 Journal July/August 2019

This includes decisions on access to land,
as well as land rights, use and development.
Modern land governance requires effective
policies, processes and institutions that
can determine, record and disseminate
information about the tenure, value and
use of land, and is guided by policy and
enforcement. Sound policy is built on
interpreting high-quality information,
providing transparency, strengthening
accountability and creating a clearer
means of enforcing regulations.
The production, availability and
accessibility of reliable data and statistics
are fundamental to the evidence-based
decision-making that is necessary for good
land governance. The challenge is that, in
many areas of the world, the development
of sound policy is hampered by the lack of
aggregation and access to high-quality data.
Current legacy methods are by contrast
fragmented, and don’t enable the easy
creation or mining of data.
Blockchain is a starting point for the
proactive integration of data into land
policy and governance. Policy-makers
and stakeholders using this technology
will therefore be able to leverage data by
aggregating and analysing it to improve
land governance policy and enforcement.
There are challenges to overcome before
the wholesale adoption of blockchain in real
estate, such as the following.

••Transaction speeds: with growing use of
blockchain and escalation of data uploads,
transaction speeds must increase without
compromising data security.
••Identity: the development of legal, widely
accepted digital identities is a necessary
first step if individuals are to participate
in blockchain-based transactions.
••Interoperability: blockchains, software
and related technologies do not connect
or communicate. Interoperability needs to
be built in to systems to avoid operational
silos and increase system efficiencies.
••Education: the lack of global education
and outreach to government institutions
impedes understanding of blockchain and
its potential adoption.
••Establishment of official registries
and cadastre: in developing countries
especially, an acceptable, official cadastre
and land registry needs to be established,
whether it’s paper, digital or blockchain.
In conclusion, blockchain technology
and land surveying may seem unlikely
partners. However, the technology creates
a cooperative environment in which all
information, data and images from a
surveying project can be gathered in a
reliable, confident and immutable way.
With surveying tools and instruments
becoming increasingly hi-tech and
widespread, openness to collaboration and
new ideas will increase. This momentum
could be leveraged to bring blockchain
technology to the forefront.
The adoption of this technology
represents a giant leap for surveying
practices, professionals and other
participants in the discipline. But first, they
will all need to be trained in the concepts,
capabilities and vocabulary. Assuming the
sector can adapt, blockchain will provide
significant value for the surveyors of the
future, transforming and legitimising
cadastres, land governance and land
registries around the world.
John Dean Markunas is a real-estate
blockchain adviser and business development
consultant jmarkunas@powerofchain.com
Related competencies include: Big data,
Cadastre and land management,
Legal/regulatory compliance
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APC

Your
sustainable
skill set
APC candidates must have a solid understanding of
the Sustainability competency so they can help the
profession face growing challenges
Susan Hanley

Sustainability is a mandatory competency
to Level 1 across all APC pathways. In order
to achieve it, candidates must ‘demonstrate
knowledge and understanding of why
and how sustainability seeks to balance
economic, environmental and social
objectives at global, national and local
levels in the context of land, property
and the built environment’.
In your summary of experience and
during final assessment, you will be
required to link your understanding of
the principles of sustainability and the
legislation relevant to your sector by
demonstrating knowledge of the following:
••examples of sustainable technologies and
renewable energy sources, as well as the
way they operate and can be integrated

••examples of sustainable design and its
effect on properties
••costs, including taxation, operational and
maintenance costs and life-cycle costs.
You should also be aware of materials and
technologies used in sustainable building,
and of how sustainability is measured: for
example, BREEAM is the principal system
in the UK, while globally, it’s LEED.
At Level 1, make sure you link your
knowledge to its source. In your summary
of experience you could include the
following types of statement.
••‘At university I learnt about the three
pillars of sustainability.’
••‘Through work experience I have
gained an understanding of sustainable
technologies, such as ...’.

You should be aware of materials and
technologies used in sustainable building,
and of how sustainability is measured

••‘I attended a course that identified the
effect of Building Regulations on reducing
emissions in the residential sector.’
••‘Through structured reading, I know the
systems used to measure sustainability.’
Start your research with the relevant
RICS guidance on sustainable practices and
procedures to your sector. These include:
••Sustainability and commercial property
valuation guidance note second edition
(rics.org/sustainabilityvaluation)
••Resource management: improving efficiency
and reducing waste guidance note
(rics.org/resourcemanagement)
••Environmental risks and global real estate
guidance note (rics.org/envirorisk)
••Whole life carbon assessment for the built
environment professional statement
(rics.org/wholelifecarbon).
There are also articles on sustainability
in Modus, the RICS journals and other
industry publications. To judge whether
such reading would be suitable for your
summary of experience or CPD record, try
to verbalise your learning – it can help you
recall your content at final assessment.
Once you have drafted your summary
of experience in line with competency
requirements and logged relevant CPD,
consider the final assessment. A CPD
entry on reading an article may prompt
a question such as ‘Tell me about your
learning outcome from what you read.’
You may be asked direct questions on
mandatory competencies, but be aware they
can be covered during questioning on other
technical competencies or your case study,
so make sure you have good knowledge
of sustainable practices relevant to your
sector, and refresh yourself on your learning
outcomes and summary of experience.
With more than 40 per cent of the UK’s
carbon footprint attributed to the built
environment, knowledge of the ways the
profession can raise awareness and tackle
this is crucial.
Susan Hanley FRICS is director of the
APC Academy and RICS regional training
adviser for Scotland
susan.hanley@apc-academy.co.uk
Related competencies include:
Sustainability
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Telecommunications

From 2G
to 5G
The roll-out of fifth-generation telecommunications is
placing fresh demands on operators and landowners alike,
but there are significant opportunities for shrewd surveyors

Chris Stratton, Caroline Gabriel and Paul Shumake

In 1995, 2G mobile technology allowed around seven per cent of the
UK’s population to benefit from voice calls and texting. The next
two decades saw 3G and 4G complement these services. Now 5G
is set to revolutionise mobile networks. The internet of things,
autonomous vehicles and the interconnected world will all need
the new network to meet the need for an increase in volume,
availability of data services and speed of operation, or lower latency.
These networks will need base stations with smaller footprints
as allocated radio frequencies continue to rise: higher frequencies
provide greater capacity but lower range. Small base stations using
the higher frequencies are also poorer at penetrating structures, so
specific indoor infrastructure will be needed as radio signals from
outside will be unable to reach very far into insulated buildings.
For most operators, it will be more economical to start 5G
roll-out with restricted, dense zones of high capacity rather than
attempting to provide ubiquitous coverage. New sites are likely
to appear first in city centres and along main transport routes.
For years to come, 2G is likely to maintain coverage for voice and
texts, while 4G will continue to provide wide-area data capacity,
until there is compelling justification for extending the 5G network.
This densification is likely to drive the large scale roll-out of
urban small cells – small antennae, mainly on existing street
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furniture. Each new site will need to be connected by fibre as
point-to-point microwave radio systems cannot generally provide
sufficient capacity. The new network, therefore, will build on
existing ones, with a universal requirement to replace existing
copper cables and radio connections with fibre.
The UK is particularly lacking in this area: in January 2018, four
per cent of properties had a fibre connection (bit.ly/OfcomCNU18),
while by contrast Spain was at 35 per cent at the end of 2016
(bit.ly/OfcomIntCom17). The UK can quote coverage and capacity
at internationally competitive rates for today’s network, but is at
a disadvantage at the starting point for 5G.
The need for the UK to compete globally has led the government
to support the roll-out of these new networks. In 2016, the
telecoms section of the General Permitted Development Order was
revised to relax the rules on deploying such apparatus. Masts could
be made taller, more equipment could be deployed on existing
sites and the locations where these rights apply were extended.
In December 2017, the Electronic Communications Code (ECC)
was also revised, giving operators rights – in the absence of an
arm’s-length, commercial agreement at a market rent – to have
the Lands Tribunal order their equipment to be deployed even
if site owners decline to cooperate.

Rents for telecom base stations are to be set in a similar way
to compulsory purchase, on a ‘no-scheme world’ basis, assuming
existing use values, potentially at a peppercorn amount. A Lands
Tribunal decision in February 2019 (bit.ly/LandsTrib68) settled
consideration for a base station on the roof of a block of flats in
Islington at £50 per year, with additional elements adding up to
a total of £1,000 per year. The rent had been agreed under the old
code at £21,000 per annum. The practical implications of the new
code have alienated many site owners and their agents, and many
negotiations for new sites are being delayed.
Many chartered surveyors built their careers on advising
owners about investment and the management of assets and their
occupiers, but the traditional telecom property market of the
1990s has changed fundamentally. The level of surveyor expertise
previously required for management or acquisition tasks is no
longer necessary, nor affordable. Previous roll-outs created teams
of unqualified but experienced support staff, capable of providing
the required services at more competitive prices. The surveyor’s
role is likely to be leading these teams, providing quality control
and acting as an escalation point when issues arise.
Operator clients also see value in bundling together the services
they commission and surveyors’ services form only part of the
requirement. Surveyors must either expand their knowledge and
expertise into new areas or accept a less vital role in the market.
Chartered surveyors managing commercial or rural property for
clients who are approached by operators with requests to locate
base stations on land or buildings are likely to find they have less
understanding of the technical and commercial issues affecting
the operator. This will make it difficult to conclude agreements or
settle them quickly and amicably. Understanding that clients’ and
surveyors’ own interests have been shaped by the new ECC and
revised planning legislation will be essential, but telecoms property
issues are likely to become an area requiring specialist help.
It is becoming apparent that the traditional benefit of a financial
return – rent – from an operator occupying property may be
exceeded by the value of the connectivity provided. Strong evidence
suggests that premises with good connectivity to networks provide
a significant premium to the property owner in terms of rent and
capital value.
How can a chartered surveyor determine the balance between the
value of coverage by one or more operators against the peppercorn
rent they wish to pay and the property management difficulties
they create? The volume of upgrades, changes, new sites and
wayleaves that existing and new 5G networks are generating
will require dedicated, knowledgeable and proactive professional
management, on behalf of the operators or property owners.
Chartered surveyors can grasp these opportunities in many ways:
••new site searches
••site surveys, using modern technology to increase efficiency
••civil design, both for in-building installations and external sites
••structural surveys and certificates
••acquiring new sites, extensions and equipment upgrades
••rent reviews and lease renewals
••notices to quit and temporary solutions for site refurbishments

Surveyors must either expand
their knowledge and expertise
into new areas or accept a less
vital role in the market
••town and country planning applications and notifications
••wayleaves
••maintenance schedules
••health and safety implications and compliance with the
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015
••removal of equipment and providing records of condition
••expert witness representations.
Understanding that operators are dealing with barely manageable
levels of complexity simply to operate the existing networks –
even before 5G arrives – is crucial to aligning clients’ and chartered
surveyors’ objectives. This needs to go hand in hand with an
understanding of property owners’ and operators’ concerns and
constraints. Appreciating both points of view and articulating them
concisely may avoid the need to refer to the Lands Tribunal, with
consequential cost savings for both sides. Doing so will distinguish
professional surveyors from unqualified competitors.
Business opportunities are likely to be based on a low-cost,
high-volume model. Surveyors’ understanding of technology will be
valuable. For example, light detection and ranging (LiDAR) surveys
have been shown to reduce the need for site visits by 70 per cent,
while integrating telecoms design into a building information model
allows cable routes to be planned at the desk.
Understanding the level of professionalism and integration of
all of these issues so that the telecom property complies with
health and safety legislation in terms of design and management
is another area where chartered surveyors can differentiate their
services. Supply chain management is another area of increasing
risk for operators and property owners alike.
Surveying is based on collecting and interpreting data for benefit.
Identifying where these benefits are and how to realise them, plus
complying with regulation, puts chartered surveyors in a unique
position to serve their clients’ interests, the profession and UK plc.
Chris Stratton is head of property services and Paul Shumake is head of
pre-sales – service providers at MLL Telecom
c.stratton@mlltelecom.com p.shumake@mlltelecom.com
Caroline Gabriel is co-founder and research director, Rethink
Technology Research caroline@rethinkresearch.biz
Related competencies include: Landlord and tenant,
Legal/regulatory compliance, Valuation
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The internet
of bins
New technology is changing the waste management and recycling sector,
and we can look forward to smart waste, AI and increased re-use

Dr Michael Groves

In the early 2000s, the UK was exporting
200,000 tonnes of plastic and 500,000
tonnes of paper and cardboard to China
each year. This in turn meant a shortage
of feedstock for the domestic recycling
sector. Since 1 January 2018, the Chinese
government has restricted the imports
of low-grade plastics and paper from
Europe and the USA. As a consequence,
the recycling sector in the UK now faces
significant capacity constraints and
investment challenges.
While China’s decision is somewhat
precipitous, it sits alongside well-publicised
concerns about ocean contamination by
plastics – microplastics in particular –
the rise of the circular economy, the shift
of investment away from hydrocarbon
assets and an increased interest in the

bio-economy. Taken together, where do
these leave industrial and commercial
waste management and recycling?
It’s a £400bn sector globally with some
big players and lots of smaller operators,
traders and processors, as well as a
significant informal sector in developing
countries. While recycling rates vary widely
across the world, most waste is still sent
to landfill or dumps; the World Bank also
estimates that urban waste will increase to
3.4bn tonnes by 2050.
The range and volume of recycling
feedstock collected, moved, sold, processed
or disposed of by waste management
generates a correspondingly significant
volume and velocity of data. The only
problem is that this data has not tended to
be properly collected; neither has the sector

Better data on waste materials,
products and assets is required
to inform new business models
based on the circular economy
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used data to improve efficiency or even
develop new business models. But that is
now beginning to change.
This challenge of collecting data and
improving the way we track waste from
source to disposal or processing has
been picked up by the Department for
Environment, Food & Rural Affairs (DEFRA).
It recognises the potential for technology
to enable smarter approaches to waste
regulation and inform policy-making across
the devolved administrations. It also reflects
the fact that UK-wide waste and recycling
strategies have evolved over the past few
years to improve resource efficiency, reduce
dependence on single-use materials and
extract much more value from waste.
The concept of the circular economy is
also gaining traction with a growing number
of public- and private-sector organisations.
With greater scarcity of raw materials and
thus higher costs, many recognise the need
to optimise use and recovery of products
and assets beyond their intended lifespan.
Responses include designing products for
disassembly, devising new commercial
models such as leasing and sharing, or
ensuring that waste and by-products are
more effectively recycled. Better data on
waste materials, products and assets is
required to inform new business models
based on the circular economy.

As a consequence, working through the
GovTech Catalyst programme, DEFRA
challenged technology and advisory
companies in 2018 to define what a smart
waste tracking system looks like. Such a
system would need to accommodate all
200m tonnes of waste generated in the UK
annually, including household, municipal,
commercial, industrial, hazardous
and construction materials. A further
requirement was the ability to tackle waste
crime, in the form of fly-tipping or illegal
exports of waste, which is estimated to cost
the national economy around £600m.
Each year, there are about 23m
movements or transactions of waste from
one party to another in the UK. This
material is handled by 100,000 registered
waste carriers and processors, and stored,
processed or disposed of at 100,000
licensed waste sites. Extrapolate these
numbers globally and this represents
a highly complex system of materials
measurements and movements – at local,
national and international scales.
One response comes from the Ordnance
Survey (OS) and Topolytics, a big data
service, and uses mapping and spatial
intelligence to analyse waste generation and
movement globally. It does this by collating
data from multiple sources, qualifying and
checking this before applying data science
and machine learning to generate analysis
and reporting in its WasteMap platform.
The collaboration between the OS and
Topolytics has generated more effective
protocols for collating and qualifying
inconsistent addressing data. The latter
remains a challenge when dealing with
licensed waste sites, ancillary sites and
the many sources of waste, including
companies, public-sector bodies and local
authorities, as well as known deficiencies
in the way waste is defined and measured.
Data science and geospatial analytics can
then increase confidence in data on waste
movements, and consequently inform better
commercial and environmental outcomes.
Specifically, WasteMap generates insights
that help waste producers, waste processors,
recyclers, investors and policy-makers.
Topolytics operates in the broader, £1.5tr
cleantech sector, which has traditionally
been dominated by large-scale investments

If the UK is to meet increasing demand for recycling it will need to develop better ways of collecting
and processing the data associated with waste disposal

in green energy infrastructure. This is
now changing, and the buzzwords are
the internet of things, big data, robotics,
artificial intelligence (AI) and machine
learning. This is also true of the emerging
waste-tech or smart-waste sector, which is
valued at about £1.5bn globally.
The first wave of investment
concentrated on the so-called internet of
bins – sensor-based systems enabling more
efficient collection and movement of waste.
There have also been advances in robotics
and sensing systems that automate waste
recognition and sorting at recycling and
recovery facilities. Companies will continue
to innovate in these areas, and they are
being joined by another wave of innovators
focusing on the use of AI and analytics to
encourage more re-use of materials.
Topolytics’ data aggregation and analysis
approach is informing new models of waste
management, from materials marketplaces
to Uberisation, the latter being a trend
in which customers that do not own any
waste transport or processing infrastructure
interact with a technology company
through a mobile app, to arrange for waste
material to be picked up, moved, recycled
or disposed of by third-party operators.

While there are compliance schemes
and systems for classifying waste, because
of that waste’s complexity and volume
there is significant variation in the way it
is measured. At the same time, companies
that generate such waste are realising that
it is time to rethink their approach. This
has partly been prompted by the need to
convert raw materials more efficiently, by
increasing pressure to take responsibility
for waste, and by the recognition that it has
a market value that is not being realised.
This is having an impact on the waste
management and recycling sector, which
is having to develop new capacity and add
value to customer relationships to compete.
With a wave of new technologies
changing manufacturing, logistics, financial
services and many other sectors, the waste
management and recycling sector will
also be transformed over the next five
years, reducing the volume of waste and
increasing its utility.
Dr Michael Groves is founder of Topolytics
michael.groves@topolytics.com
Related competencies include: Big data,
Sustainability, Waste management
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Cutting
the climate
cost of coal
Discounting its role in energy generation, coal continues to make an important contribution to
the UK economy – and mining it here can cut the carbon emissions associated with its import

Barney Pilgrim

The challenge for the campaign to leave coal in the ground in
the UK is that the mineral is still needed for a range of essential
industrial uses. The transition to a global lower-carbon future must
be faster, but it cannot happen overnight.
The UK is set to phase out unabated coal from power generation
by 2025. It is, however, important to remember that UK consumers
and businesses need this transition to take place in an orderly and
affordable way. In 2018, the UK used 11.8m tonnes of coal, of which
6.7m tonnes was used to meet five per cent of national electricity
demand. This 80 per cent reduction in coal use over the past five
years – from a total 60m tonnes a year – has been made possible
by a switch to nuclear, gas, biomass, interconnectors importing
electricity from Europe, and renewables; nevertheless, coal still
provides significant capacity backup during spells of high demand.
Electricity generation is not the only need. The other 5.1m
tonnes used last year largely went into steel and cement
manufacture, where it is an essential raw material. The UK’s
need for infrastructure over the coming decades – whether
improvements to our transport system, meeting housing need or
building new electricity generating capacity – is significant, and it
all needs steel and cement. For instance, 1.6m tonnes of coal will
be needed to produce the 2m tonnes of steel required for the HS2
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network; similarly, the 15 tonnes of concrete needed to produce a
typical UK home require 2.5 tonnes of cement, which in turn relies
on 0.5 tonnes of coal. These essential building materials can either
be imported or produced domestically (see Figure 1), and as such we
will need coal well beyond 2025.
In 2018, the UK imported more than 80 per cent of its coal to
meet demand and only produced 2.6m tonnes of its own. Of these
imports, around 80 per cent came from the USA and Russia. In fact,
some 4.6m tonnes of coal were imported from Russia alone, more
than doubling the amount coming from that country since 2016.
Chapter 17 of England’s revised National Planning Policy
Framework is entitled ‘Facilitating the sustainable use of minerals’.
Planning assessments of new proposals must go beyond obvious
environmental issues such as noise, dust and ecological and visual
impacts and take a broader view of how minerals can be provided
in the most sustainable way – which means taking greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions into account.
HJ Banks and Company Ltd has therefore commissioned an
independent study into the difference between the emissions from
its UK mines compared to importing an equivalent amount of coal
from the country’s main foreign suppliers. Coal produced in the
Kuzbass region of Russia travels 10,267km to Port Talbot in south

Figure 1. Carbon cost of importing coal to the UK
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Figure 2. Comparison of transportation emissions for coal by source
The coal and fireclay from the proposed Dewley Hill surface mine can be mined, transported and the site restored with
fewer GHG emissions than transporting the same amount of coal from Russia or Australia
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Wales, for example. This journey has a GHG cost of 69kg of carbon
dioxide equivalent (CO2e) per tonne of coal transported – five times
higher than the emissions associated with transporting coal from
the Northumberland coalfield. The significance of this finding is
best illustrated by an example scheme.
Dewley Hill is a proposed coal and fireclay surface mine in
Newcastle upon Tyne, for which a planning application has been
submitted. It would extract 800,000 tonnes of coal for UK industry
over its 3.5-year lifetime, largely steel and cement manufacture, and
400,000 tonnes of high-quality fireclay for Ibstock’s Throckley
Brickworks, less than 1km from the site.
Estimated GHG emissions for the full life-cycle operation
and restoration of the site plus transport of coal to, for example,
Port Talbot and fireclays to Ibstock are 51,266 tonnes CO2e.
Transportation alone of 800,000 tonnes of coal from Russia has
GHG emissions of more than 57,000 tonnes CO2e, before any
emissions from the extraction are counted (see Figure 2).
Similar issues arise with imports from the USA, Colombia and
Australia: by meeting its need for coal through imports, the UK
is effectively offshoring its climate change responsibilities, to say
nothing of the social and economic benefits that domestic surface
mining operations at Dewley Hill can bring to local rural economies.
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The Banks Group Ltd monitors the GHG emissions from its
activities, the total for 2017 being 55,683 tonnes CO2e for all of
them. It also produced enough electricity from its wind farms to
displace 57,395 tonnes CO2e from the electricity mix in 2017 and
is actively pursuing more renewable energy projects.
The UK is looking to take a lead in combating climate change.
Mineral extraction must be carried out in a sustainable way, and
the UK planning and environmental regulatory framework and
standards already exceed those of other major coal-exporting
countries. However, planning decision-makers need to recognise
that any assessment of GHG emissions for new extraction must
acknowledge the continuing need for coal in the UK for various
uses, and that mining it domestically rather than relying on
importing it can help lower carbon emissions.
Barney Pilgrim FRICS is project director at HJ Banks and Company Ltd,
and chair of the RICS Land and Resources Global Board
barnaby.pilgrim@banksgroup.co.uk
Related competencies include: Legal/regulatory compliance,
Minerals management, Sustainability
Further information: banksgroup.co.uk
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Flat-pack
future
Audley English of Buildeco is committed to sustainable, off-site
construction, social housing and back-to-work opportunities.
He talked to Land Journal about his vision

Audley English

Q: Tell us about your company.
AE: Buildeco uses a three-dimensional
flat-pack platform system, which enables
speedy, clean construction and bespoke
design with a low environmental impact.
The patented shape of the monocoque
panels, which have an insulated structural
skin, is key. Once assembled, they can
form a cube. Standardised panels are used
for the floors, walls, ceilings and roofs.
Standardisation drives down costs. It’s
lightweight and stronger than most
systems, bearing 5,000N/m2 of pressure
across a 380mm beam depth that spans
6,100mm, put together with an Allen key.
A variety of standard house types
are available, including co-housing and
custom-build properties, with the option
to extend these constructions in future.
We are currently developing our integrated,
multi-generation housing block, allowing
for a flexible tenure mix that means
elderly people or wheelchair users live
on the ground floor, larger family units
are above, and units for couples or single
people are on the top floor. This social mix
is possible because the assembly process
and construction detailing minimises
noise transfer thanks to the effective
soundproofing between units.

Q: What are the advantages of the
system over traditional build?
AE: My vision is to be able to provide
off-site housing that competes with
traditional construction methods, but
offers better quality and value for money,
and employs trained, semi-skilled labour.
The system is strong, well insulated
and airtight when assembled. It is based
on a fabric-first envelope principle, which
involves maximising the performance
of the components and materials before
considering the use of mechanical or
electrical building services systems. It
achieves higher standards than required by
the Building Regulations. With sustainable
materials and a fabric-first approach,
running costs are also lower: the U-value
is at Passivhaus levels. Manufacturing can
produce low-key one-offs, or it can be fully
automated to meet mass demand.
A low level of energy is required to
manufacture the product, and waste
materials can be recycled, with timber
waste being used to heat the factory and
wasted steel being recycled and smelted.
This reduces the amount of iron ore being
extracted, which protects our natural
resources. Waste is further reduced
because the timber is finger-jointed. Its

manufactured frame is available in timber
and steel; timber is the most ecologically
responsible building material, with 800kg
of sequestered carbon in each cubic metre,
while steel is the most commonly recycled
material, avoiding global carbon emissions
of more than 900m tonnes a year.
A typical Buildeco three-bed, flat-pack
house of 101m2 floor area is assembled from
precision-manufactured panels, made from
light-gauge steel (LGS), grade-C24 timber
or laminated veneer lumber. The LGS house
uses five tonnes of recycled British steel,
while the timber version requires 16m3 or
7.5 tonnes of the material.
To build a similarly sized house,
traditional construction requires eight loads
to be delivered to a site; timber-framed
construction on the other hand requires
just five loads and the flat-pack system
only two loads. Fewer delivery journeys
mean lower vehicle emissions, while
lighter-weight structures require lighter
foundations, further reducing the building’s
carbon footprint.
Q: How does the assembly work?
AE: No heavy lifting equipment is required,
and by reducing reliance on mechanical
plant there is also lower demand for
electricity, whether from diesel-fuelled
generators or the national grid.
We recently completed a stand-alone,
two-storey teaching facility of 460m2
floorspace – a footprint of 230m2 – using
C24 timber panels. The project was handed
over within 20 weeks, constructed by a
team of four, with the mechanical, electrical
and plumbing installation carried out by
one electrician, one heating engineer and
a decorating and finishing team.
Audley English is director at Buildeco
info@build-eco.com
Related competencies include:
Construction technology and
environmental services, Design and
specification, Development appraisals,
Quantification and costing
Further information: Buildeco was a
finalist in the 2018 London Construction
Awards, in the London Build Excellence
Award category (bit.ly/Londonconstaward).
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Drones

Ground rules
for drone use
With the capacity to provide an ever-evolving range of functions, drones will only be able to fulfil
their potential with a stronger regulatory framework and restored public confidence in the industry

Peter Kinghan

Since the drone incidents at Gatwick and Heathrow Airports in
2018, along with public concerns relating to terrorism, privacy
and security, the perception of drones has hit rock bottom. At the
same time, there are numerous predictions for the growth and
value of the industry, along with the benefits drone use brings
to the economy and society. Public buy-in is therefore going to
be essential if the industry is to fulfil this potential.
Usage if not public image is certainly on the rise: in mid-2014
there were 359 people in the UK permitted to operate drones of
up to 20kg. By September 2015, this figure had jumped to 1,036,
and as of February this year there were around 5,000 permitted
operators in UK airspace.
Drone design
There are a number of different types of drone designs:
••fixed-wing
••rotor
••multi-rotor
••hybrid, akin to a helicopter with wings.
The latter two forms have vertical take-off and landing (VTOL)
capability. In terms of safety, a six- or eight-motor multi-rotor
drone will usually keep flying when one or possibly even two
motors fail; however, a quadcopter, with four motors, will fall to
the ground if one of these fails. Multi-rotor drones can hold their
position in the air, assuming they have an on-board GPS as most
now do, which makes them particularly useful and safe in confined
areas or those requiring controlled use, such as towns and cities,
or when inspecting infrastructure, buildings or bridges and so on.
The typical drone is battery-powered and manoeuvred by
propellers. Flights are limited in range and time by the battery life,
22 Journal July/August 2019

payload, line of sight and regulatory constraints, along with the
radio signal to the controller. Drones now generally come with
specifications and features previously only available on high-end
and expensive vehicles, such as avoidance sensors, gimbals and
microprocessors, for holding a camera or sensor and stabilisation.
As a drone’s flying capability and ability to carry a heavy payload
reliably are key, manufacturers are reducing the size of sensors to
a suitable weight.
Small, flexible, easy to handle and comparatively low in cost,
drones also produce no direct emissions. They are advantageous
because they provide information in close to real time, offering a
better understanding of the environment and dynamics, improved
safety, decreased costs and reduced survey time, improving site or
asset management. Drone operators can also generally work around
weather such as clouds that limits other remote-sensing platforms.
Considering all these advantages, it is no surprise there is
advanced research into drones use across a number of domains

Research is being carried out
into using drones to take water
samples from lakes and rivers
and air samples from volcanoes
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Order 2018. As the former regulates air navigation, flights inside
buildings for roof or internal building inspections, or areas where
the uncrewed aircraft cannot exit into the open air, are not subject to
legislation. However, some of the provisions in the amended order
covering indoor use came into force on 30 July 2018, with more due
to take effect on 30 November this year. At the time of writing the
government also intends to bring forward a new draft drones bill,
following consultation last year to develop policy and regulation
around the use of the technology and set out the next steps needed
to ensure the safety and accountability of the industry.

This fixed-wing eBee was used to map a karst landscape

including energy, safety and security, construction, mining,
quarrying, oil and gas, agriculture, insurance, real estate, industry,
transportation and environmental monitoring. Universities are
leading the charge in innovative use of drones. Standardisation of
product manufacturing, operations and procedures, data processing
and analytical software is increasing.
The commercial use of drones continues to gain momentum as
multiple domains now see them as just another tool, an impression
aided by decreased cost and increased reliability. Exponential
growth of the industry is already happening. As the hardware
integrates with software, uptake by individual operators and large
organisations will increase. Software options for processing drone
data include licensed, cloud-based and open-source.
With time and the standardisation of drone technology such
as flight planning and geo-fencing – a software feature that uses
GPS to define boundaries – along with the continued evolution of
regulations, drone use will become more widespread and efficient.
Standardisations will lead to reliability, along with advances in
automated flight and data collection, while analysis methodologies
will see the more risk-averse user adopt drone technologies into
existing workflows.
Industry regulation
The aviation industry is renowned for its dedication to safety,
and in relation to drones, the primary aim of the Civil Aviation
Authority is to enable the full and safe integration of all operations
into the UK’s airspace. Regulations are now being developed to
achieve this.
Currently, the drone industry is regulated under the Air
Navigation Order 2016 and the Air Navigation (Amendment)

The future
Links between the different parties involved with drones –
manufacturers, practitioners, regulators, governments and
standards bodies among others – have grown stronger in recent
years, supporting the foundations for the growth of a safe, secure
and fully accountable industry.
Drones and associated workflows will eventually come as
a complete package, as some do already, ensuring compliance
with standards in manufacturing, pilot competency – if a
pilot is required – safety and regulation, as well as approved
methodologies for automated data collection and analysis. Ongoing
developments in regulation will ultimately ensure safety, security
and accountability. Advances in artificial intelligence and machine
learning will also see automated approaches to analysing gigabytes
of image data, which will be particularly useful in the infrastructure
inspection market.
As the dots are joined in the coming years, drones will likely
be used for everyday tasks such as fertilising crops, monitoring
traffic in urban areas, delivering packages to remote rural regions,
or carrying out express deliveries in urban areas and emergency
deliveries of medical packages such as defibrillators or blood.
NHS Highland is working with Highlands and Islands Enterprise
and the University of the Highlands and Islands on a project that
could see drones potentially pick up and deliver items across its
regions. In some areas drones may be faster than current transport
methods, and may reduce associated carbon dioxide emissions in
cities. Research is currently being carried out into using drones
to take water samples from lakes and rivers and air samples from
volcanoes, carry passengers or house nozzles for 3D printing,
among other potential uses.
If drones are to be integrated into society, though, we need to
ensure their safety, reliability and accountability. The necessary
systems are developing apace as technologies improve and
regulation is strengthened.
Peter Kinghan MRICS is technical director at SLR Consulting
pkinghan@slrconsulting.com
Related competencies include: Legal/regulatory compliance,
Remote sensing and photogrammetry, Surveying and mapping
Further information: The RICS insight paper Drones:
applications and compliance for surveyors is available at
rics.org/dronesinsight.
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Vacant land

No more
waste land
The Scottish Land Commission and partners aim to transform
the way the nation manages vacant and derelict land

Hamish Trench

To ensure more productive use of land for economic, social
and environmental benefit across the nation, the Scottish Land
Commission (SLC) has formed a partnership with the Scottish
Environmental Protection Agency (SEPA), Scottish Enterprise and
Scottish Futures Trust. The partnership’s first step was to set up a
task force to transform derelict land, underpinned by a programme
of research, analysis and related activity.
The amount of vacant and derelict land in Scotland has remained
surprisingly static since the first register of such sites was
established 30 years ago, with around 12,000ha across the nation
not being used for the best purpose or having fallen out of use.
24 Journal July/August 2019

In disadvantaged areas, it is estimated that three in every five
people live within 500m of a vacant or derelict site, and a walk or
drive around any of Scotland’s towns and cities will reveal pockets
of land and abandoned buildings that have long lain empty.
Yet there are also inspiring – and recent – examples of what can
be achieved in our urban areas. For example, the Clyde Gateway
in Glasgow, Scotland’s largest and most ambitious regeneration
programme, has transformed several derelict waterfront sites.
In the centre of Kilmarnock, a project by developer HALO is
using an 11ha site, formerly home to the Johnnie Walker whisky
distillery, to create jobs and investment opportunities.

Projects such as the Social Bite Village offering support for
homeless people in Granton, Edinburgh, and the Shettleston
community growing project in Glasgow are other innovative
examples of land being brought back into use.
But beyond these headline developments, new thinking is
needed on how to make unused land productive again, and the
task force is aiming to halve the amount of such sites in Scotland
by 2025. Chaired by Steve Dunlop, chief executive of Scottish
Enterprise, it brings together leaders from the public, private and
social enterprise sectors to reshape the system, from the way we
use data about such sites to how we engage communities and join
up financing options. It is working to identify potential uses and
transform a culture of constraint into one of opportunity. An initial
analysis has provided a much clearer strategic understanding
of the types of site, their common characteristics and challenges.
This will now inform work on a number of demonstrator sites,
to develop and test the systemic changes needed.
The partnership aims to transform the way that Scotland deals
with unused land, which could accommodate anything from
housing and business development to green space and community
facilities. The organisations will look at how the regulatory and
planning environments, community empowerment, finance and
development potential must all be aligned to bring sites back into
use. The SLC will also continue to explore possible reinforcements
of the legal powers available to tackle vacancy and dereliction.
Compulsory sales orders (CSOs) represent one easy way to enable
planning authorities to bring small parcels of unused land back into
productive use. Under recent SLC proposals, local authorities could
exercise a CSO, or a community council or other appropriate body
could request that a local authority investigate a site for an order.
If a CSO were granted then the land or an abandoned building
would be sold by public auction to the highest bidder, which would
be required to redevelop or re-use it within a specified period of
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An estimated three in five people live within 500m of a vacant or derelict
site in disadvantaged areas of Scotland. A new partnership aims to halve
the amount of such sites by 2025 and to transform unused land

time. In 2018, a right for communities to buy abandoned, neglected
and detrimental land also came into force.
The partnership hopes that rejuvenating such sites will unlock
growth, revive and empower communities, reduce inequalities and
inspire local pride and activity.
Hamish Trench is CEO of the SLC info@landcommission.gov.scot
Related competencies include: Economic development,
Land use and diversification
Further information: bit.ly/SLCSEPAvac

RICS’ view on CSOs
RICS welcomes any discussion that assesses and
evaluates the benefit of alternative approaches to ensuring
Scotland’s land and property assets are used effectively
and efficiently. It is no secret that vacant and derelict land
and property make a minimal contribution to communities,
the environment or wider economy.
The SLC’s case for CSOs, however, is detailed and
compelling. If implemented effectively, these orders
should result in vacant or derelict assets being brought
into effective use quicker than they are at present. Looking
specifically at housing, there are a reported 34,000 homes
in Scotland that have been empty for longer than six
months. By invoking CSOs, councils, communities and
other bodies could transform such properties to provide
another avenue to tackle the national shortage of housing
supply, and regenerate areas where population is declining.
However, delving into the detail of the proposal, it
becomes clear why the introduction of CSOs does not sit
well with those in the planning, development, valuation and
rural sectors, among others. On the one hand, they could
benefit communities, small and medium-sized enterprises
and regeneration as a whole; on the other, their introduction
would have significant resource implications for planning
departments that are already stretched. It is therefore
important to recognise that, while there are many instances
where the introduction and use of CSO powers would work,
there are many where they would not. The exact mechanics
of the CSOs should not be rushed and a full assessment of
application and possible impact should be carried out.
Indeed, in responding to the 2014 land reform
consultation, which first tabled the prospect of CSOs,
RICS was clear that while ‘there may be a public benefit’
to the orders, they would ‘present practical challenges
and certainly require significant detailed examination’.
Our position has not changed.
Hew Edgar is interim head of policy, RICS
hedgar@rics.org
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Consistent
calculation
For all that it is a traditional
practice, land measurement
would benefit from a
standard approach around
the world – as is the aim of
RICS guidance soon to go
to consultation
Jonathan Manns

26 Journal July/August 2019

When approached by RICS to draft guidance on the measurement
of land for planning and development purposes, my first reaction
was simply – why? After all, while fundamental to a surveyor’s
work, it’s also something we’ve been doing for millennia.
The Egyptians began surveying land to set out structure and
boundaries for tax purposes as early as 1400 BCE. The practice has
carried on through the centuries, and I have spent my entire career
referring to land measurements without too much confusion or
complication. Surely we’ve managed fine without guidance?
It didn’t take long to realise that we have been muddling through.
I found out as much when I called three local authorities asking
how they measured land for planning and development purposes
to apply their policies, and received three different answers.
••One measured what was shown on the planning site area drawing.
••Another measured to the edge of the site plus an extension to the
middle of any adjoining roads.
••A third measured the part of the site where building took place.
These were off-the-cuff responses, but it’s clear that
measurement of land is less straightforward than you might
assume. Next, I trawled the internet, which highlighted variations in
the measurement of land in different parts of the world in relation
to development proposals. The search also flagged up the extent to
which metrics for assessing proposals, such as density, are applied
differently in the different local authorities. As we move from place
to place, we’re not always comparing apples with apples.
It’s not only places that work differently, but people as well. Pick
up a copy of any property magazine to see the wider professional
implications: it will be replete with the usual advertisements for
land, putting the site area that can be acquired front and centre.
While this information will be relevant to a purchaser or agent,
there is not necessarily any correlation between the area of land
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being marketed and that for which permission to build might be
sought. Having different measurements isn’t itself problematic but
does create misunderstanding, not least when it comes to valuation.
Irrespective of expertise, the surveying profession largely
depends on colloquial references to ‘the site’ and ‘site area’. In some
instances this has legal connotations, in others it does not. In some
it relates to planning and development proposals; in others, it
does not. Standardised definitions will help to clarify these issues.
Surveyors have been effective in their roles but depend on
context-specific and ultimately inconsistent approaches. RICS
should therefore intervene to ensure matters are properly regulated.
Changes afoot
A change in the way that surveyors work is inevitable and
unavoidable. Standards enable us all, at each stage of the
development process, to compare properties accurately. Whether
to value, transact on or develop a site, it is just as important for
the land as the buildings on it that measurement be carried out
consistently and uniformly.
The guidance is intended to provide surveyors with necessary,
new standards for best practice. It proposes five definitions for
terminology, as follows.
••Land area: this should be used to refer to the legal title area of
land, and is of particular relevance to agents and lawyers as it is the
legally demised area of land being marketed.
••Site area: this should be used to refer to the area of land used
for planning application purposes, and is of importance to those
involved in the development process as it is the area to which any
permission for development relates.
••Net development area: this should be used to refer to the
area from which financial value is directly derived, by virtue of

Ancient Egyptian surveyors using cord to measure. Best practice has since
moved on, and in the 21st-century surveyors around the globe are now
looking for more consistency

either being income-producing or for sale, and is of relevance to
development surveyors and valuers.
••Plot ratio: this is the ratio of Gross External Area (GEA) of a
building or buildings at each floor area, under the International
Property Measurement Standards, to the site area, and is already
used as a standard metric for planning and design in certain sectors
and jurisdictions.
••Site coverage: this is the ratio of the building footprint’s GEA to
the site area at ground-floor level, and again is already a standard
metric for planning and design in certain sectors and jurisdictions.
The implications for development surveyors, planners and
architects are considerable: once published, the guidance note
will become best practice for consistent calculation of land
measurement and associated metrics. The impact on valuers
and agents should also be acknowledged, as it has the potential
to change the way in which values are reported to clients and
development sites are marketed.
Jonathan Manns MRICS is board director and head of planning and
development at Rockwell Property jm@rockwellproperty.co.uk
Related competencies include: Development appraisals,
Legal/regulatory compliance, Surveying and mapping
Further information: The guidance note Measurement of land
for development/planning purposes goes to consultation this
summer. Please go to rics.org/iconsult to offer your feedback.
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Land

Geospatial

Mapping
for water in
the desert
Innovative use of the latest camera technology is providing detailed, up-to-date visual
data to ensure better decisions in water management
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Rob Walker

The desert city of Tucson, Arizona, has an
average annual rainfall of just 30.4cm. But
when the rain comes it is often in the form
of torrential downpours, causing damaging
floods across the city.
This is perhaps an ironic challenge for
Tucson, and the broader Pima County area
in which it is situated, given that it’s part
of a much larger region working to ensure
that there is and will continue to be enough
water to go around in a time of unrelenting
drought. Both of these distinct water
management challenges – too dry and
too wet – can be dealt with by thoughtful
infrastructure decisions and land use.
Of course, when making such decisions,
it helps to have precise mapping data on
hand. That’s why Pima County officials are
working with the Lincoln Institute’s Babbitt
Center for Land and Water Policy and other

partners to pilot the use of cutting-edge
mapping and data analysis tools.
For the Babbitt Center, founded in 2017
to provide land-use research, education
and innovation to communities throughout
the Colorado River basin, the partnership
represents an early step in exploring
how such technology can be used to help
integrate water and land-use management
across the region. But the technology itself
originated at the Conservation Innovation
Center (CIC) of Maryland’s Chesapeake
Conservancy, a key player in cleaning up the
pollution-addled Chesapeake Bay.
To oversimplify a little: CIC has designed
image-analysis algorithms that provide
distinctly more granular image data of
the earth’s surface. The technology has
enabled a shift from a resolution that made
it possible to observe and classify land in

The Chesapeake Conservancy transforms aerial photographs to one-metre resolution land cover
data classifying and quantifying landscape features for use in planning, prioritising and goal-tracking.
This image shows the US Capitol in Washington, DC

30m2 chunks to a resolution that makes
that possible at 1m2.
The details are of course a little more
complicated, explains the conservancy’s
director of conservation technology Jeffrey
Allenby. He says the new technology
addresses a historic challenge: the
compromise between resolution and
cost of image collection. Until relatively
recently, you could get 30m2 data collected
by satellite every couple of weeks or even
days; or you could get more granular data
collected by aeroplane, but at such a high
cost that it was worth doing at most every
few years, meaning it was less timely.
Changing technology
What’s changing, says Allenby, is both
the camera technology and the nature of
the satellites used to deploy it. Instead
of launching a super-expensive satellite
built to last for decades, newer companies
with which CIC works are taking different
approaches. Smaller, replaceable satellites,
meant to last a couple of years before they
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Both of these distinct water
management challenges – too
dry and too wet – can be dealt
with by thoughtful infrastructure
decisions and land use

burn off in the atmosphere, can be equipped
with the latest camera technology. Deployed
in a kind of network, they offer coverage of
most of the planet, producing image data
almost constantly.
Technology companies developed this
model to respond to commercial and
investor demand for the most recent
information available: for instance, tracking
the number of cars in major retail car parks
can, in theory, be a valuable economic
indicator, but land-use planners don’t need
images quite that close to real time.
Allenby says the CIC began asking tech
companies what they were doing with the
two-week old imagery – less expensive
to acquire than the real-time data, but far
better than what was previously available.
The resulting images are interpreted by
computers that classify them by type:
irrigated land, bedrock, grassland and so on.
Doing that at a 30m2 level required a lot of
compromise and imprecision; the 1m2 level
is a different story.
The goal is to ‘model how water moves
across a landscape’, as Allenby puts it, by
combining the data with other resources,
such as light detection and ranging (LiDAR)
elevation data. Those are the essentials of
land-use data projects, supplemented with
ingredients such as reduction efficiencies
or load rates from different land cover,
depending on the project.
For the Chesapeake Bay, this can help
manage water quality: if you can determine
where water is concentrating and, say,
taking on nitrogen, you can deduce the most
cost-effective spot to plant trees or place a
riparian buffer to reduce that nitrogen load.
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Water management
In the Colorado River basin, the most
urgent water management challenges at
present are about quantity. Since water
policy is largely hashed out at the local level,
even though the underlying land-use issues
have implications across multiple states, the
Babbitt Center serves as a resource across a
broad region. There’s currently a ‘heightened
awareness’ of water management among
municipal and county policy-makers, says
Babbitt Center associate director Paula
Randolph: ‘People are wanting to think
about these issues and realising they don’t
have enough information.’
That brings us back to Pima County.
Although it lies outside the basin, it boasts
two features that make it a good place to
evaluate how precision mapping data might
be used in the west: basin-like geography
and proactive municipal leaders. When
the manager of technology for the Pima
Association of Governments saw Allenby
speak about the benefits of his work on the
eastern seaboard, he contacted the CIC to
discuss possibilities for the opposite coast.
A year into the resulting project, several
partners are on board, the group is mapping
a 980,000ha area, and the open-source
data is hosted on the Pima Regional Flood
Control District website, where other
people throughout the county are able
to access and use it.
Broadly, this process has taken some
effort, Randolph notes. Satellite data
gathered in the west has different contours
from the east-coast imagery to which
Chesapeake’s sophisticated software was
accustomed, and that has required some

adjustment, teaching the software the
difference between a southwestern
sheet-rock roof and a front yard that both
look like dirt to the machine. ‘We need
human partners to fix that,’ she says.
‘We strive for management-quality
decision-making data.’
Even as such refinements continue,
there are already some early results in
Pima County. More precise data about land
cover is helping to identify areas that need
flood mitigation. It has also been useful to
identify hotspots where dangerous
heat-island effects can occur, offering
guidance for mitigation actions such as
adding shade trees. These maps provide a
more efficient visual showcase of water flow
and land use than a field worker could.
Both Allenby and Randolph stress that
this partnership is still in the early phases
of exploring the potential uses and impacts
of high-resolution map data. Randolph
points out that while the Babbitt Center
is working on this and another pilot
project in the Denver area, the hope is
that the results will contribute to a global
conversation around experimentation in
water management.
And Allenby suggests that the
measures being devised by policy-makers,
technologists and planners will ideally lead
to a shift in more accurately evaluating the
efficiency and impact of various land-use
projects. This, he hopes, will lead to the
most important outcome of all: ‘Making
better decisions.’
Rob Walker is a journalist covering design,
technology and other subjects
consumed@robwalker.net
This article is © 2019 Lincoln Institute of
Land Policy. From ‘Precision-Mapping for
Water in the Desert’ by Rob Walker. The
article has been edited and the layout changed
from the original bit.ly/WalkerLI
Related competencies include:
Legal/regulatory compliance, Remote
sensing and photogrammetry, Surveying
and mapping
Further information: The Lincoln
Institute has provided the CIC with
occasional financial support for map- and
data-related projects.
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